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Title: Big book of small home plans: over 360 home plans under 1200 square feet 

 

Title: Mayo Clinic guide to integrative medicine  

 

Personal author: AbuJamra, Lina 

Title: Fractured faith: finding your way back to God in an age of deconstruction  

 

Personal author: Anthony, Carmelo 

Title: Where tomorrows aren't promised: a memoir  

 

Personal author: Bowler, Kate 

Title: No cure for being human: (and other truths I need to hear)  

 

Personal author: Carlson, Tucker 

Title: The long slide: thirty years in American journalism  

 

Personal author: Copperfield, David 

Title: David Copperfield's history of magic  

 

Personal author: DETRICK, BEN 

Title: Joy of basketball: an encyclopedia of the modern game 

 

Personal author: Dyson, James 

Title: Invention: a life / James Dyson 

 

Personal author: Editors of creative homeowner 

Title: Ultimate guide to home repair and improvement: proven money-saving projects; 3,400 

photos & illustrations 

 

Personal author: Ellis, Joseph J. 

Title: The cause: the American Revolution and its discontents, 1773-1783  

 

Personal author: Garcia, Cassy Joy 

Title: Cook once dinner fix: quick & exciting ways to transform tonight's dinner into tomorrow's 

feast  

 

Personal author: Gotzsche, Peter C. 

Title: Vaccines: truth, lies, and controversy  
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Personal author: Hales, Ashley 

Title: A spacious life: trading hustle and hurry for the goodness of limits  

 

Personal author: Harjo, Joy 

Title: Poet warrior: a memoir  

 

Personal author: Hartzman, Marc 

Title: Chasing ghosts: a tour of our fascination with spirits and the supernatural  

 

Personal author: Havard, Micki 

Title: Pilates for everyone: 50 poses for every type of body 

 

Personal author: Haynes, Harley A. 

Title: The prostate cancer owner's manual: what you need to know about diagnosis, treatment, 

and survival  

 

Personal author: Hill, Anita  

Title: Believing: our thirty-year journey to end gender violence  

 

Personal author: Hyman, Frank 

Title: How to forage for mushrooms without dying: an absolute beginner's guide to identifying 

29 wild, edible mushrooms  

 

Personal author: Jensen, Robert A. 

Title: Personal effects: what recovering the dead teaches me about caring for the living  

 

Personal author: Johnson, Sarah Stewart 

Title: The sirens of Mars: searching for life on another world  

 

Personal author: Kupferschmidt, Kai 

Title: Blue: in search of nature's rarest color  

 

Personal author: Lembke, Anna 

Title: Dopamine nation: finding balance in the age of indulgence  

 

Personal author: Leng'ete, Nice 

Title: The girls in the wild fig tree: how I fought to save myself, my sister, and thousands of girls 

worldwide  

 

Personal author: Losquadro Liddle, Tara 

Title: Why motor skills matter: improve your child's physical development to enhance learning 

and self-esteem  

 

Personal author: Loyn, David 

Title: The long war: the inside story of America and Afghanistan since 9/11  
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Personal author: Maisel, Eric 

Title: Redesign your mind: the breakthrough program for real cognitive change  

 

Personal author: Mance, Henry 

Title: How to love animals: in a human-shaped world  

 

Personal author: McManus, Erwin Raphael 

Title: The genius of Jesus: the man who changed everything 

 

Personal author: Miura, Kentarō 

Title: Berserk. Vol. 9  

 

Personal author: Moss, N. West (Nanette West) 

Title: Flesh & blood  

 

Personal author: Murkoff, Heidi 

Title: What to expect: eating well when you're expecting  

 

Personal author: Offerman, Nick 

Title: Where the deer and the antelope play The Pastoral Observations of One Ignorant American 

Who Loves to Walk Outside 

 

Personal author: Ogle, Rex 

Title: Punching bag  

 

Personal author: O'Sullivan, Suzanne   

Title: The sleeping beauties: and other stories of mystery illness  

 

Personal author: Pearl, Matthew 

Title: The Taking of Jemima Boone: Colonial Settlers, Tribal Nations, and the Kidnap That 

Shaped America 

 

Personal author: Pinker, Steven 

Title: Rationality: what it is, why it seems scarce, why it matters  

 

Personal author: Prager, Joshua 

Title: The family Roe: an American story  

 

Personal author: Ricca, Brad 

Title: True raiders: the untold story of the 1909 expedition to find the legendary Ark of the 

Covenant  

 

Personal author: Ross, Rick 

Title: The perfect day to boss up: a hustler's guide to building your empire  
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Personal author: Schreckinger, Ben 

Title: The Bidens: inside the first family's fifty-year rise to power  

 

Personal author: Svensson, Patrik 

Title: The book of eels: our enduring fascination with the most mysterious creature in the natural 

world  

 

Personal author: Wang, Qian Julie 

Title: Beautiful country: a memoir  

 

Personal author: Weissman, Joshua 

Title: An unapologetic cookbook  

 

Personal author: Wong, Cecily 

Title: Gasto obscura: a food adventurer's guide  

 

Personal author: Woodward, Bob 

Title: Peril  

 

Personal author: Yearwood, Trisha 

Title: Trisha's kitchen: easy comfort food for friends and family  
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